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Ontologies and agents are two topi s that raise a parti ular
attention those days from the theoreti al as well as from the appli ation
point of view. In this paper we present a software gathering servi e that
is mainly supported by an ontology, SoftOnt, and several agents. The
main goal of the paper is to show how the SoftOnt ontology is built from
distributed and heterogeneous software repositories. In the parti ular
domain onsidered, software repositories, we advo ate for an automati
reation of a global unique ontology versus a manual reation and the
use of multiple ontologies.
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Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Currently, there is a great deal of interest in the development of ontologies to
fa ilitate knowledge sharing in general, and data repositories integration in parti ular. In this paper we advo ate using an ontology to des ribe semanti ally
the ontent of a set of data sour es ontaining pie es of software. So, instead of
users have to deal dire tly with di erent software repositories, the goal is that
a system uses an ontology to help users to retrieve software. Furthermore, user
requests will be mapped automati ally to queries on that ontology and the proposed system takes the responsibility of retrieving and installing the appropriate
software in an eÆ ient way using for that spe ialized agents.
One of the most frequent tasks of omputer users is to obtain new software,
in order to improve the apabilities of their omputers. For that, a ommon
pro edure is to visit some of the several websites that ontain freeware, shareware
and demos (su h as Tu ows [24℄ and CNET Download. om [4℄), games (su h as
Games Domain [2℄ and CNET Games enter. om[5℄), java-related software (like
Gamelan [6℄) or many others. Di erent kinds of users need di erent kinds of
software. For example, naive users ould be interested in entertainment programs
like omputer games and CD players. On the ontrary, some other users ould be
interested in DBMS's, word pro essors, spreadsheets, or ba kup utilities, among
?
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many others. Other kind of software ould be interesting for most of users, like
antivirus, Web browsers, et .
We summarize in the following the three main problems that users must fa e
when they want to obtain a new pie e of software:
1. To know the di erent programs that ful l their needs. Not only their names but
also where to nd them in the vast Web spa e. This task is omplex enough
to dis ourage naive users from installing new software by themselves.
2. To know the features of their omputers, in order to sele t the most appropriate
version. This task implies having te hni al knowledge about her/his system
(CPU, OS and version, free disk spa e available, RAM memory, et .) and the
software installed previously (for requesting a full version or just an update).
3. To be aware of new software and/or new releases of software of interest. Although few ommer ial programs urrently alert about new releases, users
need to keep an eye on the Web, or on other repositories, if they want to be
informed about new software that ould be of their interest.
With the goal of alleviating the previous problems we have developed a Software Retrieval Servi e to provide users with a transparent a ess to lo al or
remote software sites [16℄. We present in this paper the te hnique used to enapsulate software sites whi h is based on the use of an ontology and the agent
te hnology.
Ontologies and agents are two topi s that raise a parti ular attention nowadays [10, 1, 11℄. Several works an be found in the literature that onsider ea h
topi separately and even jointly as in our ase [12℄. However, we have not found,
so far, any signi ant one that also treats the main fo us of this paper: how to
build an ontology automati ally from distributed and heterogeneous websites
that ontain software repositories. Among those that an be related somehow,
we mention some of them. In [9℄ they use Yahoo! [25℄ ategories to des ribe do uments. In [13℄ they propose to extend HTML in order to annotate pages with
terms from a on rete ontology. Finally, in [14℄ they use an ontology managed
by an agent to resolve knowledge disparities that may o ur when heterogeneous
information sour es must intera t.
In the rest of the paper, we rst explain the reasons for whi h we propose to
build one ontology in an automati way (Se tion 2). In Se tion 3 we provide a
brief des ription of the agents used in the Software Retrieval Servi e. The translation step that permits obtaining ontologies from software repositories and the
integration step that generates a global ontology by integrating the previously obtained ones are explained in Se tions 4 and 5, respe tively. Finally, some
on lusions appear in Se tion 6.

2 SoftOnt: a Software Ontology Built in an Automati
Way
Ontologies are very interesting spe i ation tools for the task of des ribing a set
of terms of interest in the parti ular domain of software repositories. The terms

of the ontology are linked with the orresponding software repositories through
the mapping information, whi h is managed by the proposed system. So, the
users only have to express their software needs by using terms in the ontology,
and do not have to are about the distribution and heterogeneity of the (web or
lo al) repositories that ontain software.

2.1 One Ontology vs. Multiple Ontologies
When ontologies are sele ted to des ribe data sour es ontents of a parti ular
domain, we must de ide on dealing with one global integrated ontology or dealing
with multiple ontologies linked by interontology relationships. In general, the
relevant features that must be taken into onsideration before hoosing between
a global ontology or several ontologies linked by semanti relationships are the
following:

{ The number of data sour es involved. A huge number will lead to very omplex mappings in the ase of a global ontology.

{ The number of ategories that we will need to extra t from the data sour es.

A huge number will lead to many terms and relationships between them, in
the ase of a global ontology.
{ The vo abulary problem existing a ross data sour es. The integration of data
sour es designed under di erent points of view will lead to a global ontology
with many terms due to the existen e of many spe ializations, generalizations
but not synonyms between those data sour es.

Taking the above features into a ount, we propose to deal with only one
ontology in the onsidered software domain for the reasons that we enumerate
in the following:
1. The number of data sour es is low. Just by integrating a few software repositories we would o er a ess to most of the (freeware/shareware) software
available on the Web. Noti e that the most popular software websites have
a good set of ategories and pie es of software. In fa t, we usually nd what
we look for just visiting one website.
2. The number of ategories is not very high. Although di erent organizations
ould develop di erent ategorizations of kinds of software, the biggest websites keep that number below one thousand (around 270 in Download. om
and around 9001 in Tu ows). Only in the ase of several hundreds or thousands of kinds of software (a huge ontology) we would need a di erent
approa h.
3. The vo abulary heterogeneity problem is limited. The restri ted domain of
kinds of software does not allow a big heterogeneity with respe t to names
used to des ribe di erent ategories.
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2.2 Automati vs. Manual Ontology Constru tion
Another de ision that must be taken when dealing with ontologies is the automati versus manual ontology building pro ess. It is widely a epted that the
automation of the pro ess of federating di erent data sour es is diÆ ult due
to the need of managing semanti information that annot be extra ted automati ally [22℄. However, we explain in the following the features of our ontext,
mostly on erning to the kind of data sour es involved, that allow an automati
federation:

{ Low synta ti heterogeneity. For the publi websites that ontain software

(like Tu ows, Download. om, et .), we need to develop spe ialized wrappers
that extra t information from HTML or XML pages. It is important to stress
that most of the publi websites are already ategorized (games, networking, entertainment, by OS, et .) and we an take pro t of it: the hierar hi al
ategorization of a website an be used to reate an ontology where sub ategories in the website are transformed into subterms (spe ializations) in the
ontology (see Figure 1). Con erning to the a ess to lo al software repositories, we would have ontrol on them so the development of a wrapper is not
a diÆ ult task.

Fig. 1.

Windows95 ategories in Tu ows

{ Low semanti heterogeneity. In similar ontexts, very di erent ategorizations
an be done by di erent organizations, for instan e, bibliographi data [15℄.
That leads to the establishment of omplex mapping relationships between
the data elements in the data sour es and the terms in the semanti des riptions (ontologies). These semanti relationships must be asserted by persons,
although semi-automati approa hes an be taken in order to suggest some
probable properties by onsidering the synta ti relationships [23℄. However,
in the s enery of software repositories the problem is minor. This an be seen

by visiting di erent software websites: most of them have many ategories
in ommon, or use synonyms to denote the same ategory. For example,
kinds of games in Download. om (Figure 2) are quite similar to ategories
of Entertainment in Tu ows (Figure 1).

Fig. 2.

Games ategories in Download. om

Therefore, we believe that an automati integration is possible and is a good
solution for the onstru tion of a software atalog. By avoiding human intervention our system an update, with a ertain time granularity, the software o ered,
whi h de nitely in reases the quality of the proposed servi e. For the integration
pro ess, the two lassi al steps de ned in the spe ialized literature of federating
data sour es, translation and integration, will be followed.

3 Agents involved in the system
In this se tion we present brie y all the agents that take part of the Software
Retrieval Servi e. This servi e, situated in a on rete server that we all GSN2 ,
o ers to the users the possibility to sele t, retrieve and install software in an
easy and eÆ ient way. The Software Retrieval Servi e uses the SoftOnt ontology
mentioned in the previous se tion.
Agents are exe uted in ontexts denominated pla es [20℄. Mobile agents an
travel from one pla e to another. The proposed servi e in orporates four pla es
(see Figure 3):
1. The User pla e, lo ated on the user omputer. It in ludes an agent that
belongs to the user, Alfred. Alfred is an eÆ ient majordomo that serves the
2
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Main ar hite ture for the Software Retrieval Servi e

user and is in harge of storing as mu h information about the user omputer,
and the user himself, as possible. Alfred is the mediator between the user
and the rest of the system.
2. The Software A quisition pla e, lo ated on the GSN. It groups those
agents related to the SoftOnt ontology reation pro ess (the main goal of
this paper): 1) The Knowledge Engineer whose goal is to mine (lo al or remote) software repositories, with the help of spe ialized wrappers, in order
to obtain a semanti des ription (an ontology) for ea h repository; and 2)
The Integrator, whi h performs the integration of all the ontologies obtained
by the Knowledge Engineer, with the goal of obtaining the ontology SoftOnt. During the integration pro ess it uses a thesaurus for the automati
vo abulary problem resolution.
3. The Software pla e, lo ated on the GSN. It groups those agents related to
the SoftOnt ontology exploitation pro ess: 1) The Software Manager whose
main goal is to provide the Browser agent with a atalog of the available
software, after onsulting and pruning the SoftOnt ontology a ording to the
needs expressed by Alfred (on behalf of the user); 2) The Browser, whose
goal is to intera t with the user in order to re ne a atalog of software until
the user nally hooses a on rete pie e of software; and 3) The Salesman
whi h is in harge of nally arrying the program sele ted by the user to
her/his omputer, and performing any e- ommer e intera tion needed (whi h
depends on the on rete pie e of software).
4. The Broad ast pla e, lo ated on the GSN. It in ludes The Broad aster,
whose goal is to inform users about new software releases.
A more detailed des ription of the role and intera tion of these agents in the
Software Retrieval Servi e an be found in [16℄.

4 The Translation Step: Obtaining a Des ription of Data
Sour es
In our ontext, most of the underlying repositories are remote websites ontaining
software, whi h are lassi ed as semistru tured repositories, i.e., there does not
exist a data s hema of the information stored. Fortunately, HTML pages in
websites ontaining software lassify the di erent pie es of software in several
ategories, and we an take advantage of this. The solution for the translation
step is the onstru tion of spe ialized wrappers [7, 15, 21, 8℄ that a ess the HTML
pages that ompound the website and extra t from them the di erent ategories
of software that an be found in su h a website.
The design of su h wrappers must onsider that HTML pages an hange.
Some works have developed te hniques to easily onstru t or adapt wrappers
to semistru tured data repositories [7, 15℄. These works suggest the use of freeontext grammars to de ne the stru ture of the data sour es (HTML pages, in
our ase). Thus, wrappers extra t ertain information from the pages (software
ategories, in our ontext), taking a grammar as basis. If a hange in the stru ture
of some HTML page happens, the grammar an be adapted to the new synta ti
stru ture of the page, but that would not have a great impa t from the point of
view of implementation. Following the suggestion, we have built wrappers based
on grammars in order to extra t the software ategories from remote websites of
publi software.
<TD VALIGN="TOP" BGCOLOR="#ffffff">
<FONT FACE="Tahoma" SIZE=2><P>
<a href="a tion95.html">A tion Games</a><br>
<a href="board95.html">Board Games</a><br>
<a href=" asino95.html">Casino Games</a><br>
<a href="fanleague95.html">Fantasy Leagues</a><br>
<a href="fun95.html">Fun Stuff</a><br>
<a href="gnetwork95.html">Gaming Networks</a><br>
<a href="gameutils95.html">Gaming Utilities</a><br>
<a href="mud95.html">MUD's</a><br>
<a href="strat95.html">Strategy Games</a><br>
<a href="tu ows95.html">TUCOWS Spe ifi </a><br>
</FONT></TD>
(1)

<start> ::= <begin> <list-of- ategories> <end>
<begin> ::= `<TD VALIGN="TOP" BGCOLOR="#ffffff">'
`<FONT FACE="Tahoma" SIZE=2><P>'
<list-of- ategories> ::= < ategory>
| < ategory> <list-of- ategories>
< ategory> ::= `<a href="'
link {store URL with sub ategories or software}
`">'
ategory-name {store name of ategory analyzed}
<end> ::= `</FONT></TD>'
(2)

Tu ows Entertainment ategories in HTML (1) and grammar-based ategory
extra tor (2)

Fig. 4.

We an observe in Figure 4, on the left, that the information related to the
ategories and links to other pages ontaining sub- ategories or software are
in luded in the HTML des ription, but mixed with HTML tags. In Figure 4, on
the right, we show a grammar that, taking the previous HTML page as entry,
extra ts the di erent Tu ows Entertainment ategories. We would like to stress
that the ategory extra tion me hanism also extra ts all the information needed
to download the pie es of software under ea h ategory.
In this manner, a wrapper onstru ted with this te hnique an 1) a ess a
remote website, 2) mine its web pages and 3) obtain as result of that pro ess
a set of ategories and the features of the programs belonging to them. With

that information, an ontology an be easily built using some KBMS. In Figure
5 we show the on ept hierar hy orresponding to an ontology obtained using
this te hnique: it is the semanti des ription of Tu ows that we looked for. Due
to spa e limitations we have only detailed the bran h Entertainment.
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When an ontology des ribes a set of data sour es it is ne essary to de ne some
kind of mapping information between terms in the ontology and data elements
in the data sour es, where the information is stored. In our ontext, during the
pro ess of mining software repositories to build an ontology, all the mapping
information needed is also re olle ted.
Thus, the above pro ess of translation is repeated for other websites, using
di erent wrappers as they have di erent HTML pages and stru ture. See Figure
6 where the ontology orresponding to Download. om is shown. Due to spa e
limitations we have only detailed the bran h Games.We an observe that the
obtained ontologies present a ertain similarity.
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Finally, remember that the task orresponding to the translation step is developed by the Knowledge Engineer agent.

5 The Integration Step: Creation of SoftOnt
The ontologies obtained from the di erent software repositories must be integrated into only one ontology3, SoftOnt. As di erent repositories an have lassi ed
their software in di erent ways, the main problem to perform an automati integration is the vo abulary problem, i.e., the existen e of synonyms, hyponyms
or hypernyms among terms in di erent ontologies. In an open and dynami environment, this problem is very diÆ ult to solve although some approa hes have
been suggested, like the OBSERVER system [15℄.

5.1 The Vo abulary Problem
In our ontext, the vo abulary problem is not so serious due to the restri ted
nature of the type of information stored in the software repositories. There are
many kinds of software but in most of the repositories that we have studied, the
ategories used are very similar: Internet tools, games, Audio, Video, et . In a
rst approa h we de ided to use only a spe ialized thesaurus (well-known web
tools as WordNet [19℄ ould be used) in order to deal with synonyms, hyponyms
and hypernyms. More expressive but omplex me hanisms, that will require some
kind of user intervention, are out of the s ope of this paper (a proposal appears
in [17, 18℄).
As example, we present in Figure 7 the result of integrating the Tu ows
and Download. om ontologies, after dete ting the following semanti properties
using WordNet as thesaurus (terms from Tu ows are in upper ase and terms
from Download. om are in lower ase): `ENTERTAINMENT' subsumes `Games',
`ACTION GAMES' is a synonym of `A tion', `CASINO GAMES' is subsumed by
`Cards, Casino, Lottery', and `STRATEGY GAMES' is subsumed by `Strategy
& Wars' (only semanti properties between `ENTERTAINMENT' and `Games'
are in luded). Many other properties ould be found with the help of a thesaurus
spe ialized on Computer S ien e.
For the task of integrating, with the help of a thesaurus for automati voabulary problem resolution, the di erent ontologies obtained by the Knowledge
Engineer agent, we have designed the Integrator agent, whi h is in harge of
reating SoftOnt. The Integrator is a mobile agent: after the integration is performed it moves from the Software A quisition pla e to the Software pla e in
order to update the previous version of SoftOnt. In this way, the Software A quisition pla e ould be on a di erent omputer than the GSN. The Integrator
is also apable to dete t the hanges o urred with respe t to the previous version of SoftOnt. Su h hanges are ommuni ated to the Broad aster whi h will
ommuni ate to interested users that SoftOnt has been updated.
3

The mapping information of the integrated ontology an be generated automati ally
by ombining the mappings of the ontologies that are being integrated [3℄.
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5.2 Justi ation for the design of the Knowledge Engineer and
Integrator agents
In order to a hieve the same goal, someone ould think of alternative ar hite tures, in luding those that do not make use of agent te hnology, as well as those
that advo ate for mobile agents to a ess remote repositories. The arguments
for our proposal are the following:
Con erning to the use of agents, in order to 1) translate software repositories
into ontologies; and 2) integrate them into a global ontology, the system needs
to manage spe ialized knowledge in an autonomous way. Moreover, the update
strategy of the SoftOnt ontology must be independent of the rest of the system, in
order to ompletely isolate the generation of SoftOnt from its exploitation. The
previous tasks are too omplex for a unique module. Therefore, we advo ate for
the design of two autonomous agents, the Knowledge Engineer for translation,
and the Integrator for integration, whi h generate some information, an ontology
alled SoftOnt, that is used by the other agents in the system (whi h a tually
ignore when or why SoftOnt is reated and updated).
The a ess to software repositories is one of the most appropriate s enery
to use agents. The Knowledge Engineer ould reate di erent spe ialized mobile
agents that would travel to remote software repositories in order to extra t the
information right there. This implies a very mu h faster exe ution as the HTML
pages are a essed lo ally. This approa h is also better with respe t to network
dis onne tions. Then, mobile agents ould travel ba k to the Software A quisition Pla e to return the extra ted information to the Knowledge Engineer. They
would be mobile wrappers. Unfortunately, the me hanisms needed to re eive mobile agents are not very popular yet (for example, Tu ows and Download. om
sites do not a ept in oming agents). Therefore, taking into a ount the urrent
situation, we thought of lo al wrappers that a ess the remote information.

6 Con lusions
In this paper we have presented a multiagent-based appli ation for the reation
and exploitation of an ontology in the parti ular ontext of software gathering.
We an on lude that:

{ An ontology is an interesting spe i ation tool to des ribe software reposi-

tory ontents. Thus, users do not need to deal with several distributed and
heterogeneous software repositories.
{ The ontology an be reated automati ally due to ontext features. Moreover, it an be updated easily to maintain it ontinuously up to date.
{ Agents provide interesting features to reate and exploit the ontology, su h
as autonomy and mobility. They also allow the management of knowledge
used to solve problems and take appropriate de isions.

Finally, we an say that our proposed ar hite ture for the Software Retrieval
Servi e, based on agents and one ontology, o ers exibility and adaptability with
a low overhead, as shown by our preliminary performan e results. We believe that
our proposal establishes an interesting trade-o in the use of lassi al distributed
a ess te hniques and new agent te hnology.
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